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ABSTRACT 
 
The fatality and injury rate of motorcyclists per registered vehicle are higher than those of 
other motor vehicles by 13 and 7 times respectively. The crash involvement rate of 
motorcyclists as a victim party is 58% at intersections and as an offending party is 67% at 
expressways. Previous research efforts showed that the motorcycle safety programs are 
not very effective in improving motorcycle safety. This is perhaps due to inefficient 
design of safety program as specific causal factors may not be well explored. The 
objective of this study is to propose more sophisticated countermeasures and awareness 
programs for improving motorcycle safety after analyzing specific causal factors for 
motorcycle crashes at intersections and expressways. Methodologically this study applies 
the binary logistic model to explore the at-fault or not-at-fault crash involvement of 
motorcyclists at those locations. A number of explanatory variables representing roadway 
characteristics, environmental factors, motorcycle descriptions, and rider demographics 
have been evaluated. Results shows that the night time crash occurrence, presence of red 
light camera, lane position, rider age, licence class, and multivehicle collision 
significantly affect the fault of motorcyclists involved in crashes at intersections. On the 
other hand, the night time crash occurrence, lane position, speed limit, rider age, licence 
class, engine capacity, riding with pillion passenger, foreign registered motorcycles, and 
multivehicle collision has been found to be significant at expressways.  
Legislate to wear reflective clothes and using reflective markings on the 
motorcycles and helmets are suggested as an effective countermeasure for reducing their 
vulnerability. The red light cameras at intersections reduce the vulnerability of 
motorcycles and hence motorcycle flow and motorcycle crashes should be considered 
during installation of red light cameras. At signalized intersections, motorcyclists may be 
taught to follow correct movement and queuing rather than weaving through the traffic as 
it leads them to become victims of other motorists. The riding simulators in the training 
centers can be useful to demonstrate the proper movement and queuing at junctions. 
Riding with pillion passenger and excess speed at expressways are found to significantly 
influence the at at-fault crash involvement of the motorcyclists. Hence the motorcyclists 
should be advised to concentrate more on riding while riding with pillion passenger and 
encouraged to avoid excess speed at expressways. Very young and very older group of 
riders are found to be at-fault than middle aged groups. Hence this group of riders should 
be targeted for safety improvement. This can be done by arranging safety talks and 
programs in motorcycling clubs in colleges and universities as well as community riding 
clubs with high proportion of elderly riders. It is recommended that the driving centers 
may use the findings of this study to include in licensure program to make motorcyclists 
more aware of the different factors which expose the motorcyclists to crash risks so that 
more defensive riding may be needed. 
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Introduction
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Motorcycles are over-involved in crashes
Year trend of RTA per 10000 of registered vehicle
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Introduction
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Motorcyclists are 7 times more 
likely to be injured
Motorcyclists are 13 times more 
likely to die in fatal crashes
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Motorcycle safety programs were not always effective: 
 Did not distinguish whether riders were at-fault or not
 Influential factors were not studied properly
 Type of crash locations were not separately analyzed
The objective of this study:
to develop a better model so as to propose more
targeted counter measures -
 whether riders are at-fault or not
 a carefully constructed valid statistical model
 two specific location types: intersections and expressways
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Methodology
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Access crash database
Construct Model for 
at-Fault Crashes
RESULTS & APPLICATION
   
& Group Crash type
Calibrate & 
Validate model
Identify influencing 
factors
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
Develop targeted 
countermeasures
Interpret hazardous 
conditions
Model Description
Model Formulation
• Multiple-vehicle crashes involving motorcycles
• Riders in crashes are either at-fault or not-at-fault
• Discrete severity categories
• Logit model gives similar results as Probit
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Dataset for Analysis
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2001
Motorcycle 
Crashes
2002
Motorcycle 
Crashes
2003
Motorcycle 
Crashes
2004
M t l
Motorcycle 
Crashes at 
INTERSECTIONS
Probability of riders 
being victim of other 
drivers =67%o orcyc e 
Crashes
2005
Motorcycle 
Crashes
2006
Motorcycle 
Crashes
(6408 records)
Motorcycle 
Crashes at 
EXPRESSWAYS
(5710 records)
Probability of riders 
being victim of other 
drivers = 58%
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Motorcycle 
Crashes at 
ELSEWHERE
(10,662 records)
POTENTIAL CAUSAL FACTORS
13 Factors out of 20
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
• Day/Night time Occurrence
• Dry/Wet Road SurfaceEnvironmental Factors (2)
• Lane Position
• Posted Speed Limit
• Presence of Surveillance camera
• Engine Size
• With/Without Headlight 
• Local/Foreign Registration
Roadway Factors (3)
Motorcycle characteristics (3)
• Rider Age
• Rider Gender
• Rider Race
• License Class
• Rides with pillion
Rider Attributes (5)
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Model Results
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
MOST 
PARSIMONIOUS 
MODEL
Deviance = 485.7 
(Df = 11)
P-value = <0.0001
Deviance = 605.8
(Df = 16)
P-value = <0.0001
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
Significant Factors
• Lane Position
• Red light camera
Significant Factors
• Lane Position
• Speed limit
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
  
• Night-time crash
• Rider Age
• License Class
 
• Night-time crash
• Rider Age
• License Class
• Pillion involvement
• Engine size
• Vehicle registration
Discussion
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
Environmental Factors Night-time crash
INTERSECTIONS
Results:
•Not-at-fault (14%   )
Expressways
Results:
• Not-at-fault (28%   )
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
Interpretation:
• Other Drivers often fail to see motorcycles
Countermeasures:
• Legislate to wear some form of bright clothing
• Introduce some reflective marking on motorcycles and helmets
28/06/2012
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Roadway Factors Lane position Speed limit Surveillance camera
INTERSECTIONS
Results:
• At single-lane roadway: Not-at-fault 
(26%   )
• At median lane: Not-at-fault (12%   )
Interpretation:
Expressways
Results:
• At median lanes: at-fault (6%   )
• At slip roads or ramp: at-fault 
(11%   )
Interpretation:
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
• High exposure
• Ill-disciplined queuing at stop line
Countermeasures:
• Raise awareness on proper queuing
• Riding at excessive speeds
• Poor vehicle control
Countermeasures:
• Introduce training for riding on 
expressways
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Roadway Factors Lane position Speed limit Surveillance camera
Not Significant
Expressways
Results:
• Roads with speed limit >70 km/h: at-
fault (66%   )
Interpretation:
• Riding at excessive speed
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
    
• Losing vehicle control
Countermeasures:
• Install speed cameras on high speed 
roads
• Introduce training for riding on 
expressways
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Roadway Factors Lane position Speed limit Surveillance camera
Results:
• At red light camera sites: Not-at-fault 
(26%   )
Interpretation:
• Reduced RLR from conflicting stream
Expressways
Not Significant
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
     
• Reduced exposure of motorcycles
Countermeasures:
• Install red-light cameras at sites where  
motorcycle flows and crashes are high.
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Motorcycle Characteristics Engine size Registration
Intersections
Not Significant
Expressways
Results:
• Increasing engine size: at-fault (    )
Interpretations:
• Riders of larger capacity motorcycles are
• more aggressive0.6
0.8
1
bi
lit
y Not-at-fault
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
• more likely to speed
Countermeasure:
• Raise awareness on risks associated with 
riding on higher capacity motorcycles0
0.2
0.4
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Engine Capacity (cc)
Pr
ob
ab
At-Fault
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Discussion
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Motorcycle Characteristics Engine size Registration
Intersections
Not Significant
Expressways
Results:
• Foreign registered motorcycles: at-
fault (12%   )
Interpretation:
• Rider fatigue
INTERSECTIONS EXPRESSWAYS
  
• Different rider training standard
• Inadequate vehicle maintenance
Countermeasure:
• Raise awareness among foreign riders 
on associated risks
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Rider Attributes Rider Age License Class Pillion
Intersections Expressways
Results:
Young and older riders: at fault ( )
INTERSECTIONS
0.8
1.2
1.6
of
 A
t-f
au
lt Intersection Expressway
EXPRESSWAYS
•     -     
Interpretation:
• Young riders tend to be aggressive
• Older riders tend to have slower response
Countermeasures:
• Raise awareness on risks among young and older riders
• Raise awareness of vulnerability especially at intersections
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
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Rider Attributes Rider Age Licence Class Pillion
Expressways
Results:
• Beginner-class riders: at-fault 
(17%   )
EXPRESSWAYS
Results:
• Beginner-class riders: at-fault 
(11%   )
INTERSECTIONS
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
Interpretation:
• Lack of riding experience 
• Unawareness about potential dangerous situations
Countermeasures:
• Raise awareness on higher risks among beginner-class riders
Discussion
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
Rider Attributes Rider Age License Class Pillion
Intersections
Not Significant
Expressways
Results:
• Riding with pillion rider: at-fault 
(59%   )
Interpretations:
• Pillion may create distraction
EXPRESSWAYSINTERSECTIONS
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
   
Countermeasure:
• Raise awareness on risks associated 
with riding with pilion
28/06/2012
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Conclusion
 It is important to distinguish accidents between at fault
and non-at fault cases.
Developing Targeted Countermeasures to Improve Motorcycle Safety
 Using the binomial logistic regression model, it is
possible to identify key influencing factors of motorcycle
crashes at intersections and expressways.
 Properly targeted countermeasures can be designed
based on a clear understanding on how factors influence
the at-fault and not-at-fault involvement in crashes.
17th International Safe Community Conference, 2008 
